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Safety of New Zealand Sea Lions a Priority for Squid Fishery
Albert’s Column
The squid season is in full flight but
catches are below average. That means
less ‘free-feeds’ for us. We’re starving
down here, not much else to eat either,
so I am sending the ‘troops’ in ‘hard and
low’ to get some of this squid offal from
those big steel lunch boxes. We’re
taking a few causalities but we’re
managing to get ‘tucker’ for the chicks.
A few vessels have not been up to
‘scratch’ early in the season. They’ve
been slow to get mitigation and offal
control systems up to speed, which can
happen with new crew on vessels.
Hopefully, we are over the worst of it
and causalities will start dropping.
My international scouts just back from
Mauritania (West African country on the
Atlantic Ocean) say it looks like the
Chinese fishing vessels have started
harvesting and processing seabirds instead of fish! 21 containers full of
processed, skinned seabirds with wings
and legs pieces separated, boxed up,
frozen and then - mislabelled as FISH
ready for export to Asia. You just don’t
know what’s in your bucket of fried
chicken in Asia anymore. Bloody
disgraceful, what!!

As one of the world’s rarest sea lions, the
New Zealand sea lion is listed as nationally
critical under DOC’s threat classification
system.
New Zealand sea lions, like New Zealand fur
seals, were initially hunted for food by the first
human arrivals to New Zealand, and their
numbers reduced significantly from mainland
New Zealand and other accessible places. In
the early 19th century both were commercially
hunted for skins across their remaining range
(mostly off lying southern islands or remote
areas).
The early exploration of the southern trawl
squid fishery encountered sea lions in the late
1970s and from then on incidental capture
and drowning of these animals has been firstly
an issue and over the last 15-20 years, a major
concern and management priority.
The squid trawl fishery is the only fishery in
New Zealand where the greatest management
interventions and research is focussed on
unintentional impacts (sea lions) rather than
the target species, squid. Today, access to the
fishery is more based on science informed
decisions regarding safe levels of sea lion
mortality rather than the squid TACC.
Industry has worked hard to reduce sea lion
captures and deaths. Initial codes of practice

I am just sending a birthday card to a
grand old bird called ‘Wisdom’. A Laysan
albatross and at 62 years old the
chattering classes think she’s the oldest
wild bird alive and STILL breeding.
Having just had another chick she has
shown that these birds can live and
breed much older than first thought....
The bird banding methods to ID and
track their age is not good; bands often
fall off before they can be renewed. We
may be older than you think! Talk about
a ‘cougar’, she’s twice the age of her
new partner. They say she’s flown over
5 million miles since her first tagging at
Midway Atoll in the Hawaiian Islands
back in 1956! Think of the air-points
she has missed out on!

Chow Albert

Sea Lion Exclusion Device

focussed on risk mitigation in indirect ways
but since 2000, a focus on direct methods to
exclude sea lions from the squid catch resulted
in sea lion excluder devices (SLEDs) being
introduced to the fishery fleet. By 2006 SLED
use was universal.
During this period concerns for sea lion were
heightened by the significant decline in pup
production recorded at the Auckland Island
rookeries near the squid fishery. Consistent
data collected each season showed a reduction
in pups born over a decade from 1998/99.
Since 2009 pup production has been
increasing again.
Reasons for the decline initiated much debate.
Known facts include three separate disease
events affecting both pup and some adult
mortality rates, some measured and estimated
fisheries mortality and analysis that suggests
some cohorts of sea lions may be less fertile
than others. Early science from autopsies of
captured animals suggested that SLEDs were
possibly injuring sea lions such that they
might die after escape. Subsequent research
has shown this to be incorrect (the autopsy of
previously frozen animals was confusing
freezing effects with injuries) and that the
probability of post-escape survival is high.
Further, analysis of tagged animals shows a
lack of adult female survival (at around 95%)

is not a major driver of the decline. Further
formal analysis of the tagging and other data
is planned for this year as some people still
hold concerns.
The squid fishing sector is focussed on two
objectives. First to continue to ensure every
vessel in the squid fleet uses a SLED at all
times and that these SLEDs meet a warrant
of fitness, with support and review from
MPI. As a result, only two sea lions have
been observed caught in the last 2.5 years of
squid fishing, a significant reduction from
year’s pre-SLED use.
Second, to continue to “support and
engage” in relevant research into this rare
species to gain a better understanding, and
where we can, manage to reduce any threat
or risk to its sustainability, regardless of
cause. This means continued high levels of
monitoring in the fishery, on pup
production but especially other more wideranging analysis.

Who’s my cousin?

Southern Ocean Bird often following trawlers. A large petrel, also most easily mistaken for the Westland petrel. Tends to
stay in a more southerly range.
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Squid Season—DWG Preparations
Each year there is a lot of ground work
completed before the commencement of the
squid 1T & 6T trawl fishery. Monitoring the
sea lion population, the completion of a
yearly pup count along with myriad of other
biological and fisheries operational
information allows scientists and fisheries
managers to monitor the population and set
the appropriate level of fishing effort, all
done to help reduce the risk to the sea lion
population!
Each season MPI issues an Operation Plan
(OP) to manage the Incidental Captures of
NZ sea lions each squid season. This (OP) is
administered by MPI and supported by
DWG; the OP also contains MPI ‘TriggerPoints’ which are the minimum standards of
compliance which the fleet must maintain
which can trigger review of management if
not met!
Prior to the commencement of the season, all
the SLEDs are sent to approved net sheds,
checked, repaired or renewed as necessary
(it’s just like a warrant of fitness system) and
all certified to meet the MPI standard. DWG
require all vessels to have a minimum of two
SLEDs. Each vessel is also briefed on the
DWG Environment training, any new squid
season rules and inspections of the mitigation
gear and offal control system are undertaken.
During the season vessels must send twice
weekly squid tow reports so the amount of

Did You Know?
Seabirds have their own natural built-in
sunglasses, their eyes contain special
droplets of red oil in the re!nas, which act
as a sun ﬁlter to help with the glare from
the sea, sand and sun.
Seabirds drink only seawater, and have
pronounced salt glands near the base of
their bills that ﬁlter the salt and excrete it
out the bill which is much more eﬃcient
at pumping salt concentra!ons out of the
bloodstream than the kidneys.
The tubenoses (albatrosses, petrels) have
enhanced olfactory capabili!es which
enables them to locate food be.er, something very uncommon in most other bird
groups.
Albatrosses can easily circumnavigate the
Southern Oceans in near-constant gale
force winds.
Birds in general (not just seabirds) have
the best developed colour vision in the
whole animal world.
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fishing effort can be reported to MPI. Seabird
captures are also reported; further all vessels
have to report DWG ‘Seabird –
Triggers’ (triggers are multiple capture events,
reported in real time/24hrs). These are
followed up immediately and information
from the captain and any observer is used to
reduce the risk of further captures occurring.
With a constant flow of information between
MPI, DWG & the vessel operators, all is
being done to reduce the risk of captures!
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